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Accurate Determination of
Object Position from
Imprecise Data
The problem of accurate determination of object position from imprecise and excess
measurement data arises in kinematics, biomechanics, robotics, CAD/CAM and
flight/vehicle simulator design. Several methods described in the literature are re
viewed. Two new methods which take advantage of the modern matrix oriented
software (e.g., MATLAB, IMSL, EISPACK) are presented and compared with a
"basic" method. It is found that both of the proposed decomposition methods (I:
SVD/QR and ll: SVD/QS) give better absolute results than a "basic" method
available from the text books. On a relative basis, the second method (SVD/QS
Decomposition) gives slightly better results than the first method (SVD/QR Decompo
sition). Examples are presented for the cases when the points chosen are nearly
dependent and when the independent points have small random errors in their coordi
nates.

Introduction

Methods Using Exact Point Coordinate Data

Experimental determination of the position of an object is a
problem of fundamental significance which is encountered in
kinematics, robotics applications, CAD/CAM integration, FMS
cell design, biomedical instruments and prosthetic device devel
opment, and flight and vehicle simulator designs. Typically,
several points, called markers, are identified on the object and
their coordinates measured experimentally by using radiogra
phy, light photogrammetry or motion picture photography. Er
rors of measurement are thus introduced into the marker coordi
nates. The goal is to determine, as accurately as possible, the
position of the object either in the 4 X 4 homogeneous matrix
representation or in terms of the screw parameters.
There is extensive literature on the theory of spatial transfor
mations and displacements (Beggs, 1966; Suh and Radcliffe,
1978; Bottema and Roth, 1979; Angeles, 1982; Beggs, 1983;
Cheng and Gupta, 1989; Gupta, ASME, 1997; and Gupta,
Springer, 1997). The problem of determining object position
from three or four exact point coordinates has also been ad
dressed in the literature. Although these methods can be utilized
when the point coordinates also contain experimental errors,
the results are unreliable and inconsistent due to (i) the high
degree of error sensitivity of the exact methods, (ii) the influ
ence of point indexing scheme used, and (iii) the variations
introduced by the specific choices of three or four points in the
set. There is a very limited amount of work which deals with
the more general problem when a large number of marker point
coordinates are available.
This paper focuses upon the situation when: (i) patterned or
random errors of measurement are present in the coordinates
of the marker points, and (ii) excess (or redundant) measure
ments are made to compensate for the inevitable experimental
inaccuracies. The prior works related to the extraction of object
position from exact or inexact point coordinates are reviewed
first. Then, two new methods, called SVD/QR Decomposition
Method and SVD/QS Decomposition Method, are presented in
detail. These methods exploit the capabilities of modem matrix
oriented software such as MATLAB, IMSL, EISPACK. Exam
ples have been presented to demonstrate robustness and reliabil
ity of these new methods.

Under ideal conditions, it may be assumed that the experi
mental errors of measurement are negligible. Then, it is possible
to apply classical methods to find the object position. A triad
of noncollinear points is necessary to define the position of a
body in three dimensions. Therefore, several methods are based
upon the use of three exact point coordinates. On the other
hand, four noncoplanar points can effectively utilize the special
structure of the 4 X 4 homogeneous matrix formulation and
that is why there are also methods which utilize four exact point
coordinates.
Beggs (1966) proposed a method utilizing three exact points
with body coordinates PI, P2 and P3, and global coordinates P],
P2 and P3, respectively. The relation among these is through
the rotation matrix R and a translational vector d:

Pi
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[R]Pi + d,

i

=

(1)

1, 2, 3.

Rearranging these equations to eliminate the vector d, we get
[P2 - PI P3 - P2 PI - P3]
=

[R][P2 - PI P3 - P2 PI - P3],

(2)

or,

(3)
However, this system can not be solved for the rotation matrix

R because [Cri doses not exist (its rank <3). After expansion

of this system, three dependent equations are dropped, and we
are left with six linear equations in nine unknowns. After solv
ing the linear system in terms of three "free" variables, the
orthogonality conditions for the rotation matrix are used to fix
the values of the three "free" variables. The vecior d is found
from any one of the following equations:
d

=

Pi -

[ R ]P i , i

=

1, 2, or 3.

(4)

This is only a brief outline of the method; specific details,
which are quite tedious, and the consideration of special cases
are omitted from the discussion here. Another method by Beggs
(1983) exploits a special vector form of the spatial displacement
formula (Bottema and Roth, 1979),

Pi - Pi
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=

=

[tan (B/2)]u X (Pi + Pi - 2Q) + su,

(5)

Where u is the unit vector in the direction of the spatial screw
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axis, Q the screw axis location, e the rotation angle and s the
translation amount with respect to the screw axis. After taking
dot product with u, a set of three equations is formed as

[P]3X3 = [PI P2 P3],
[p hX3= [PI P2 P3],
h'= [1 1 1].

(6)

and this linear system can be solved for the three components
of u in terms of the parameter s. Then the fact that u is a unit
vector, i.e., ulu= 1,is used to determine the values of both s
and u. Angle e is found by forming certain cross product (for
sin e) and dot product (for cos e), and finally, the location
vector Q is found-but these details are omitted here.
Bottema and Roth (1979) give the following elegant formu
lae to find the parameters of the screw displacement:

u tan (eI2)= DIE,

(7)

where,

D = [(P3 - PI) - (P3 - PI)]
X

[(P2 - PI) - (P2 - PI)],

(8)

E= [(P3 - PI) - (P3 - PI)]'[(P2 - PI) + (P2 - PI)], (9)

and
Q = (1 1 2)[PI + PI + u X (PI - PI) ctg(eI2)

- (u' (PI

+

PI»U],

From these explicit formulae for screw parameters e,s, u and
Q, the rotation matrix R (e, u) and vector d ee, s, u, Q) can
be found easily. These direct formulae are simpler to use than
either method of Beggs (1966 or 1983).
Angeles (1986) used three exact points to define their
centroids in the body and global systems,

3

L Pi
;=1
3
C= (1/3) L Pi
;=1
= (1/3)

c

Ig =

3
L ( 8lMl] - MD,
i=1

3
L ( llllli[l] - llillD,
i=1

(l3)

(14)

(l5)

(16)

Then, after finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the mo
ment of inertia matrices, using the Householder reflections, the
rotation matrix R is constructed, and finally, the vector d is
found.
Laub and Shiflett (1982) use certain theorems of linear alge
bra to find the rotation matrix R and vector d. Rewrite
=

[R ]Pi

+

d,

=

i

1,2,3

where Q= [p][pr l and v = [pr' h. The unknowns are the
matrix R on the left hand side and vector d on the right hand
side. Theorems of linear algebra are then used to find d as

d= [Q - (det Q)Q-']v/ (v'v),

[

PI
1

P2 P3 P4
1
1
1

]

=

PI

(22)

1

where [A] is the unknown 4 X 4 homogeneous transformation
matrix. Because the four points are noncoplanar, C-I exists,
and the 4 X 4 transformation matrix can be found as [ A]

[B ][Crl•

If the point coordinate data have experimental errors, then
the methods presented in the previous section can be used to
find the positiop of the object from three or four inexact points.
However, this approach has the following problems:
(I)
(II)

the errors tend to get amplified,
different results are found by
(a) . using different methods,
(b) changing the indexing scheme of points in some
methods, e.g., (Bottema and Roth, 1979),
(c) altering the set of points being used.

Therefore, it is necessary to use methods which can utilize the
excess data from the measurements. With built in redundancy
in the data, it is reasonable to expect that some errors of mea
surement will cancel out, or their impact will be diminished.
Spoor and Veldpaus (1980) present a method which is based
upon solving a constrained least-square problem using the coor
dinate data for n points. Define averages P and P as

P = (lIn) L Pi,
;=1

(24)

(lIn) L Pi,

(25)

=

i=1

the matrix M as

or, symbolically as

i=1

(18)

(26)

and constant fo as

where
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[

(23)

(1)

(17)

[ dh'hx3,

[ A]

or, symbolically as

P

+

(21)

which is substituted into the expression for the rotation matrix
to find it as R = Q - dv ' .
Fenton and Shi (1989) compare these methods and conclude
that the method of Bottema and Roth (l979) is the most effi
cient, while those of Laub and Shiflett (1982) and Angeles
(1986) may have slight advantages in terms of accuracy when
the point coordinate data contain small errors.
If the exact coordinates of four noncoplanar points are avail
able, then these can be written in 4 X 4 homogeneous matrix
representation as (Suh and Radcliffe, 1978)

as

[PhX3 = [R hx3[phx3

(20)

Methods Using Imprecise Point Coordinate Data

where 8i = Pi - c, and .6.i ;= Pi - C. The two moments of
inertias are related through th'e similarity transformation,

Pi

[R]= [p][pr l - [ dhl][pr l= [Q] - [ dV'],

(12)

and the respective moments of inertias,
Ib =

The expression for the rotation matrix R can then be written as

(10)
(11)

(19)
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fo

=

(lin)

L. (P:Pi

i=J

P:Pi) - (p 'p

+

+

P'P).

(27)

The error to be minimized is

f

(1/ n)

=

L. (Pi - Rpi - d) 2 ,

(28)

;=1

which can be written as

f

=

fo

+

(Rp

+ d

=

- p)' (Rp

+

d - p)
- 2 Trace (M'R) .

(29)

The orthogonality constraint, R'R= I, is incorporated through
Lagrange multipliers. The solution details involve the solution
of a related eigenvalue problem, and after the rotation matrix
R and vector d are found, the screw parameters B, s, u, Q are
found in the usual way.
Veldpaus, Wolting and Dortmans (1988) modified this'te
dious method by eliminating the time consuming steps of eigen
value problem solution. Initially, the orthogonality constraint
1 is ignored, the symbol R is replaced by H, and the
R'R
unconstrained least-square problem is solved for matrix H (now
an approximation of rotation matrix R) and d. Since the matrix
H found in this way is not orthogonal, it is refined to produce
an approximate orthogonal matrix R.
Shiflett and Laub (1995) have presented a method which
also utilizes n point coordinates. Using a notation similar to
Laub and Shiflett (1982),see equations (17-19),the data are
organized as
=

[Pbxn

=

[R]3X3[phxn

+

[ dh'hxn,

(30)

where

[Pb n

=

[PI P2 ... Pnhxn,

[Phxn

=

[PI P2 ... Pnhxn,

h'

=

=

(31)

[1 1 . . . Ihxn.

Trace {[[R][p] - [P]]'[[R][p] + dh' - [P]]}, (32)

subject to the orthogonality constraint R'R
I. After some
derivations, the solution for the rotation matrix R is found as
=

(33)

where

[Bb 3
;and the vector

d

=

=

[P][/ - (lln) hh'][p]',

(34)

d as
(1ln)[[R] [p]

+ dh'

[

PI P2
1 1

.

•

�nJ ,

•

...

- [P]bnhnxI'

If the singular value decomposition for matrix

(35)

B is used, i.e.,
(36)

where U and V are 3 X 3 orthogonal matrices, and (J is the 3
X 3 diagonal matrix containing singular values, then the rotation
matrix R can be found simply as

where the unknown 4 X 4 displacement matrix A is

[A] =

[� �J.

(39)

Writing this relationship symbolically, we get a generalization
of Eq. (23) as
(40)

where the 4 X n matrices Band C contain the measured data
for the n marker points. The 4 X 4 matrix A, which is to be
determined, has a special form in that its 3 X 3 principal minor
is the (orthogonal) rotation matrix R and its fourth row is
(0,0,0,1).
To apply the techniques of modem linear algebra, especially
to take advantage of available software such as MATLAB,
IMSL or EISPACK, let us rewrite the above matrix equation
as
This is an overdetermined system of equations, i.e., the num
ber of equations (=4n) exceeds the number of unknowns
(= 16). Because the last columns of C' and B' are always identi
cal, the last column of A' must be (0, 0, 0, 1)', and we can
conclude that there are only 12 unknown elements in matrix A.
However, in order to utilize powerful tools of modem linear
algebra, we will let this result fall out naturally from the linear
algebra solution. If there are any deviations form these expected
values, then we can get an estimate of round-off errors of numer
ical computation.
A reliable and stable solution of the overdetermined system
of equations is by the singular value decomposition (SVD)
method. The singular value decomposition of the n X 4 matrix
C' is (Strang, 1988; Press, et at. 1992).

(42)

C' = §21Gf)§2�,

where §21 is an n X 4 column-orthogonal matrix, Gf) is a 4 X 4
diagonal matrix whose elements are the nonnegative singular
values (Ji, and §22 is a 4 X 4 orthogonal matrix. Thus, note that

(43)
and

(44)

(37)

Some issues related to real-time coordinate measurements and
computations are discussed by Heeren and Veldpaus (1992).
Data smoothing of the measured coordinate data before using
the formulae is suggested by Challis (1995).

SVD/QR-Decomposition Method
The literature review has shown that while several excellent
methods exist to determine object position from three or four
Journal of Mechanical Design

(38)

(4 1)

A constrained least-square problem is solved by minimizing the
error E,
E

exact point coordinate data, only a few methods, which are
quite tedious to apply, exist for the case when redundant but
imprecise point coordinate data are available. In view of the
importance of the problem of determining object position accu
rately, this paper will present two methods for the case when
excess data is available. Both method take advantage of matrix
computation capabilities which are now readily available in
MATLAB, IMSL or EISPAC K, etc.
Let the body coordinates of the n marker points be Pi, i
1, 2, . . . , n and their global coordinates be Pi, i = 1, 2, ... ,
n. Arrange these data in the form:

The inverse of the diagonal matrix Gf), i.e., Gf)-I, will have
elements (1I (Ji ), (Ji '* O. If some of the singular values (Jk are
zero, or close to machine precision, then Gf)-I does not really
exist but the corresponding entries ( 1I (Jk ) are replaced by zero,
not infinity, and such a modified inverse matrix is called Gf)+.
If all of the singular values are nonzero, i.e., positive, then Gf)+
I
== Gf)- ; otherwise, some internal dependencies exist among the
data and the use of Gf)+ instead of nonexistent Gf)-I eliminates
these. Substituting the SVD of C' into the overdetermined sysDECEMBER 1998,
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tern (41),and simplifying by using the appropriate orthogonal
ity conditions (43-44 ), we get the solution for the 4 X 4
displacement matrix A as (Gupta, 1997)
(45)

As mentioned earlier, if the last row of A is not exactly (0,0,
0,1),then that is an indication of the magnitude of the round
off errors in computations. On the other hand, if the 3 X 3
principal minor (T) of matrix A is not exactly orthogonal, i.e.,
TT
' '*' hX3, then that is an indication of the experimental errors
in the point coordinate data.
To estimate these experimental errors, we factorize the 3 X
3 matrix T further by using the qr-decomposition such that

[Thx3 = [Rlhx3[V' hx3,

(46)

where R' is an orthogonal matrix (R"R'= 13x3), and V' is
an upper triangular matrix which contains an estimate of the
experimental errors Eij. In fact, the elements of matrix V' can
be written as

u ij= ±Dij

+

Eij,

i= 1,2,3;

j

=

1,2,3,

(47)

where Dij is the Kronecker's delta (Dij= 1 for i j ; Dij= 0 for
i '*' j) and Eij = 0 for lower triangular elements (i > j). The
normal expectation would be for the matrix V'to be nearly an
identity matrix, but its diagonal elements are usually (± 1 +
EiJ. This is because many sophisticated methods for qr-decom
position yield an orthogonal matrix R with the determinant of
( + 1) or ( -1). Since we are interested only in rotation matrices
(i.e., orthogonal matrices with determinant + 1),define matrix
V with elements

(51)

All matrices in Eq. (51) are of size 3 X 3; both !iiI and!ii2 are
orthogonal matrices and GD is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative
elements. Since matrix T represents an estimate of the rotation
matrix, det I T I "'" + 1; also, det I GD I > O. Thus,
(52)

Using the orthogonality of !12: !ii�.Q2 = I, Eq. (51) is rearranged
as
(53)

In this decomposition, R = !ii1.Q� is the desired 3 X 3 rotation
matrix (orthogonal matrix with + 1 determinant, in view of
equation (52)) and V = !ii2Gf).Q� is a symmetric matrix whose
elements are
(54)

The diagonal elements are (1 + Eii) and the problem which
occurs in equation (47) of the previous method does not occur
here. The symmetric error matrix is

=

I

(48)

and then the rotation matrix Ras
R

=

R'V.

The parameters (), s,

SVD/QS-Decomposition Method

The steps defined by equations (38-45) are still followed.
However, an alternate decomposition for the 3 X 3 principal
minor T of matrix A in Eq. (45) is used. Let us first discuss an
undesirable characteristics of the qr-decomposition in equation
(46).
The factorization T= R'V'is unbalanced in that the lower
triangular elements (i > j) of matrix V' are all zero. Thus the
errors Eij are contained only in the diagonal elements (i = j)
and the upper triangular elements (i < j) of matrix V Further
more, the qr-factorization process implies certain operational
priority for the columns of V', which usually is: column 1,
column 2,column 3; if a standard software is used, then the user
does to have control over this column priority issue. Because of
these two reasons, the matrix V' isolates errors in somewhat
unbal�ced and artificial way. The error matrix E can be defined
as

u,
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Q are then found form Rand d .

I a 2 - all
X 100%.
% error in "a" =
lall

Error in vectors v = d ,
vector norms as

u

(56)

or Q are found by using Lz or Loo

% error in "v"

=

IIv2 - vIii
IlvIiI

X loom
-10.

(57)

Errors in matrices M= R 3X3 or A4X4 are found by using Lz or
Loo matrix norms as
M2 - MIll
X 100%o.
% error' in "M" = 11
IIM,II

(58)

In these definitions, the first value (al or v I or M,) is either the
known exact value or a priori estimate of the exact value. It is
only available in numerically created perturbation tests. The
second value (a2 or V2 or M2) is obtained by the proposed
methods.
Results form the two new methods, using MATLAB, were
compared with the following "basic" method assembled from
textbooks (Suh and Radcliffe, 1978; Bottema and Roth, 1979;
Gupta, 1997):
For n = 4,solve Eq. (23),symbolically as

A4X4 = BC-'.
or, for

n

(59)

> 4,solve Eq. (40) by least squares as

A4X4 = BC'(CC')-I.

(60)

In numerical examples, Eq. (60) was used for n � 4. From 3
X 3 principal minor T3x3 of A4X4, use standard formulae (Beggs,
1966; Bottema and Roth, 1979) to find

(50)
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(55)

Errors in scalars a = () or s are found as

I.

An alternative would be to require the error matrix E to have
a more balanced structure, and more specifically, a symmetric
structure (Eij= Eji). This is accomplished through a qs-decom
position, or polar decomposition, of T3X3 (Strang, 1988). First,
SVD-decomposition of T3X3 is found as

1= (Eijh x3.

Measures of Error

(49)

In absence of experimental errors, the matrix V' would be an
identity matrix 13x3. The qr-decomposition process thus extracts
experimental errors (Eij , i :s j) from 3 X 3 matrix Tand produces
a good estimate Rof the true rotation matrix. The screw parame
ters (), s, u, Q are then determined from the rotation matrix R
and vector d.

-

E = V

.
() = arccosme

Ux

=

--t32 - t23
2 sin ()

(

, uy =

til

+

t22

+

t33

2

--t13 - t31
2 sin ()

, Uz

- )

=

1

..

t21 - tl2

---

2 sin ()

(61)

(62)
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Finally, solve the following four linear equations in

in the range of E = lO-1O to lO-16 where it was slightly above
the value of 1.19 X 109. In '1) + , we left the largest element
alone.' In SVD theory, it is recommended that if the smallest
su - (R - I)Q = d
element of 'f) is zero, then the corresponding element in '1)+
is
also zero, not infinity. We found that if the largest element
u'Q = 0
(63)
of '1)+, even when it became as large as lO9, was replaced
by zero, the A matrix in Eq. (45) lost its rigid body transfor
Examples and Discussion
mationl displacement structure. Our recommendation is
To test the robustness of these new methods, the following therefore to keep q)+ as it is found naturally by the SVD
parametric example was developed. A set of eleven body points decomposition.
This special example was constructed to test the limits of the
(Pi) were chosen on or near the plane defined by x + y + Z =
three methods. With machine precision of 10 -16, and eleven
1. These points were:
nearly coplanar points, we have found that the "basic" method
(1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,1)
does not work beyond E = 10-7, while both SVD/QR and SVDI
(0.391932601,0.409863047,0.198204352 + E )
QS decomposition methods work fine up to the machine precision
(0.211229909,0.068227469,0.720542622 + E )
( E = 10-16). On a relative basis, the SVD/QS method gives
(0.141077943,0.199071845,0.659860212 + E )
slightly better results than the SVD/QR method and that is proba
(0.096983736,0.300505054,0.6025112lO + E )
bly due to a better (symmetric) distribution of errors in the error
(0.005658113,0.088440184,0.905901702 + E )
matrix of equation (55).
(0.095911919,0.414177359,0.4899lO723 + E )
In a second example to test reliability, eleven exact noncopla
(0.491617899,0.078865590,0.429516511 + E )
nar body point coordinates (Pi) and the corresponding exact
(0.122027123,0.493968500,0.384004376 + E )
coordinates (Pi ) were randomly perturbed with errors of ±0.05.
The
Dexaet used was same as thlft i'b the previous example. Matrix
The first three points lie exactly on the plane x + y + Z = 1,
Dapprox and the corresponding parameters g, s, u, Q were found
and the remaining eight points on the plane x + y + Z = 1 +
by the "basic" method, the SVD/QR method and the SVDI
E. The value of E was changed from 0.1 to lO-16. The machine
QS method, and compared with the known exact values. It was
precision was lO- 16. A known displacement matrix Dexaet,
found that the (worst) error was 59.25 percent for the "basic"
method, 5.1 percent for the SVD/QR method and 3.97 percent
o 1
11 fi
11 fi
for the SVD/QS method. Therefore, in the presence of small
0
o
1
2
Dcxae! =
random errors in the point coordinate data (Pi and P;), both
lI fi -1I fi o 2
SVD/QR and SVD/QS methods gave results which were much
0
o l'
o
closer to the known exact values (of D, R , g, s, u, Q) than the
was used to generate the corresponding global coordinates (Pi )
"basic" method; on a relative basic, the SVD/QS method gave
by using equation 938). With matrices Band C thus formed,
slightly better results than the SVD/QR method. Other exam
Dapprox was obtained by the "basic" method (Eq. (60», the
ples, including a statistical evaluation, are presented in Chutaka
SVD/QR decomposition method (Eqs. (38-49» and SVD/QS nonta (1998).
decomposition method (equations (38-45) and (51-53». The
parameters g, s, u, Q were obtained by Eqs. (61-62), the
errors in D, R, g, s, u, Q were found by using Eqs. (56-58), Conclusion
and the "worst percent error" was flagged.
Two new methods for obtaining object position from im
Since the eleven chosen points (Pi or Pi ) were nearly copla precise and excess point coordinate data have been presented.
nar, numerical problems were expected for small values of E. Both methods exploit the sophisticated matrix algebra capa
4
For the values of E in the range lO - I to lO - , all three methods bilities of the readily available software such as MATLAB,
gave identical results. For E = lO-5 and lO-6, the "basic"
IMSL and EISPACK. The first method is called SVD/QR
method had (worst) errors of the order of 0.002 percent and Decomposition Method because it uses the stable SVD de
0.02 percent, respectively, while the SVD/QR and SVD/QS
composition, followed by qr-decomposition. The second
decomposition methods worked fine (i.e. negligible percent er method is called SVD/QS Decomposition. Both methods
rors). For E = lO -7, the "basic" method produced (worst) have been shown to be robust by considering an example
errors of the order of 37 percent, while the SVD/QR and SVDI with nearly dependent point coordinates. In the presence of
QS decomposition methods continued to work fine.
small random errors in the point coordinate data (body and
From E = lO-8, the "basic" method broke down and the global), both method's can approximate the underlying posi
Dapprox matrix that it produced no longer represented a rigid
tion matrix and parameters with good accuracy. While both
body transformation/displacement. However, the SVD/QR and
methods produced good results on an absolute basis, between
SVDI QS decomposition methods produced the (worst) errors the two methods, the SVD/QS method gave slightly better
of the orders of 0.000004 percent only.
results than the SVD/QR method due to better distribution
From E = lO-8 to lO-16 (machine precision), the SVD/QR of the extracted errors in the former.
and SVD/QS decomposition methods worked well. The (worst)
errors increased in the range of E = lO-8 to lO-12 up to a value
of 0.00005%. Then, unexpectedly, they declined in the range
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